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The Governing Body of Derby Moor Academy adopted the original version of this Behaviour 

Policy on 25 July 2016.  Revisions to the policy were agreed and ratified at the Full 

Governors Meeting on 21 September 2020.   

Derby Moor Values  

At Derby Moor all members of our community uphold the values and principles of the school. 

Through working together, parents, students and staff strive to ensure the highest standard 

of education for all students through our values below.    
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1. General Principles Influencing the School's Approach to Behaviour  

1.1 General Principles  

For learning and consequently student achievement to be maximised young people need a 

calm, unthreatening and purposeful classroom atmosphere.  The school therefore seeks to 

promote effective teaching in which:   

• Expectations are high and students receive frequent affirmation for progress and 

achievement.    

• Teachers are constructive and positive and employ effective classroom management 

skills. The School document on 'Teaching and Learning Strategies' provides 

guidelines.  

• The self-esteem of all students is respected.   

• There is a sense of community and shared values.  

• Good practice is rewarded and merit is not taken for granted.    

• Recognition of merit is equally accessible to students of all abilities.  

• Bad behaviour is seen as being unacceptable and there are consequences 

associated with such conduct.  

• Bad behaviour is marginalised by promoting good behaviour.  

• Students are encouraged to play a positive role in maintaining standards and 

protecting the interests of each other.  

• Work is differentiated in terms of students' abilities and needs.  

• Grouping policy takes into account issues of student esteem.  

• Behaviour which distresses or reduces effective learning for other students is not 

tolerated.  

2.  Promoting positive behaviours. Rewards. 

2.1 General Principles  

Derby Moor Academy promotes positive behaviour, attitudes, progress and enthusiasm in all 

students. These attributes are recognised through a students’ attendance, behaviour and 

many other additional contributions to school life at Derby Moor. Rewards and recognition are 

one of the ways that Derby Moor strives to support its students to succeed.    

2.2 Promoting positive behaviours. 

The reward system has been designed to recognise and reward students for consistently 

doing the right things.  It uses ongoing data, collected through SIMs (see tables below).  In 

addition to this, staff have the facility to add further reward points, where students have 

demonstrated particular positive attitudes e.g. ‘Random act of kindness’, ‘Good manners’, 

‘Quality Work’, ‘Exceptional Attitude’ and ‘Resilience/Persistence’ etc. 

The data taken from SIMs has been linked to the 4 School Values: 

o High Expectations 

o Achievement 

o Community 

o Aspiration 
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High Expectations: Category Points 

Attendance 100% Daily Attendance 1 

100% Week attendance 2 point bonus 

Behaviour Zero behaviour points – Daily 2 

Zero behaviour points – Week 5 point bonus 

Achievement Category Points 

A2L average from Data point report 1 – 1.10 15 

1.11 – 1.20 13 

1.21 – 1.30 11 

1.31 – 1.40 9 

1.41 – 1.50 7 

1.51 – 1.60 5 

1.61 – 1.70 4 

1.71 - 1.80 3 

1.81 – 1.90 2 

1.91 – 2.00 1 

Meeting Subject target grades For each subject that meet target grades 5 

Exceeding Subject target grades For each subject that exceed target grades 10 

Community Category Points 

Volunteering Helping at a school evening event 5 

Helping to deliver an Assembly 5 

Special reward for external activity 10 

Helping in school – break/lunch/after school 5 

Team work Participating in a school team 5 

Liaising with Parents Parents attend school event e.g. Parent’s 

evening, open evening etc. 

10 

Positive attitude Postcard sent home 2 

Aspiration Category Points 

Homework Student logs on to SMH 3x per week 1 

Student logs on to SMH 5x per week 2 

Parent logs on to SMH 1x week 5 

Parent logs on to SMH 3+x week 10 

Continued performance over a half 

term 

Principal Award (including ‘Most improved’) 20 

Vice-Principal Award (including ‘Most improved’) 10 
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Staff are able to ‘Top up’ reward points for positive behaviour and attitudes in lesson/around 

school. 

 Random act of kindness RAOK / Good manners – 2 points 

 Quality work – 2 points 

 Exceptional attitude – 2 points 

 Resilience/Persistence – Keep on trying even though activity is challenging – 3 points. 

The reward points accumulate throughout the year.  Students have a weekly update through 

the tutor programme. Students have a range of rewards to ‘spend’ their reward points on, 

including access to an end of year school trip. Students are able to redeem reward points 

termly. Students review the reward system through the Student Voice.  This is to ensure that 

the rewards are relevant and would motivate students. 

Derby Moor Academy rewards system also encourages the use of immediate rewards 

including:  

 Verbal Praise 

 Certificates/post cards – These are two types of postcards to recognise individuals.  
o Staff to student – recognise positive behaviour / attitude / work 
o Student to staff  - recognise support / encouragement / to show appreciation. 

 Phone call to parents 

 Letter to parents 

 Mention in school assemblies 

 Special assemblies 

 Positions of responsibility 

 House trophy/prizes 

 Special events 
 

Derby Moor Academy understands that it is vital to recognise and appreciate when students 

have been doing the ‘right thing’ and to praise this.  This then will create and strengthen a 

positive culture of trust within the school, allowing students to ‘risk take’ which will lead to 

improvement in attainment and outcomes. 

 

3.  Managing negative behaviours. Behaviour Sanction System. 

3.1  Power to discipline beyond the school gate  

Derby Moor Academy’s behaviour policy allows Derby Moor Academy to regulate students’ 

behaviour where the students are not in school or in the charge of Derby Moor Academy 

e.g.:  

• In the immediate vicinity of Derby Moor Academy  

• On the journey to and from Derby Moor Academy  

• When clearly identifiable as a member of Derby Moor Academy  

• When the behaviour is witnessed by a member of staff or reported to Derby Moor 

Academy  

Students may be outside Derby Moor Academy on school business including for example 

school trips and educational visits, college courses, sporting activities and work experience 

placements. In such circumstances, breaches of the behaviour policy will be dealt with as if 

they had taken place in the school.  

The behaviour policy extends to when students are using technologies including mobile 

phones and the internet. For behaviour outside Derby Moor Academy, but not on school 
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business; Derby Moor Academy may discipline a student with a sanction, including an 

exclusion decided upon by the Principal, if there is a clear link between that behaviour and 

maintaining good behaviour and discipline among the student body as a whole.  

The Principal will consider whether it is appropriate to notify the police of the actions taken 

against a student. If the behaviour is criminal or poses a serious threat to a member of the 

public, the police will be informed. In addition, Derby Moor Academy will consider whether 

this misbehaviour may be linked to the child suffering or being likely to suffer, significant 

harm. In which case, Derby Moor Academy will follow its Safeguarding and Child Protection 

Policy.  

The school attempts to educate students within a moral, spiritual and social context and the 

required school standards of behaviour are based upon the values set out in the school's 

statement of aims and principles as set out in our prospectus and staff handbook.  

To take appropriate and, if necessary, firm measures to reduce inappropriate behaviour 

including truancy, bullying, racial and sexual harassment and defiant and wilful disregard for 

the standards required by the school.  

At all times the school will respond according to statutory requirements.  

3.2 Guiding principle when applying sanctions  

The school adopts the following as guiding principles in applying sanctions to behaviour:  

• The sanction is appropriate to the offence.  

• Rewards and sanction are used fairly and consistently.  

• Punishments which are deliberately humiliating or degrading are avoided.  

• Punishments of whole groups for the activities of a minority will normally be avoided - 

ringleaders should be picked out, but care should be exercised not to label or 

scapegoat.  

• Students have an awareness of levels of sanction likely to be imposed for various 

degrees of misbehaviour and are clear that in its response, the school differentiates 

between minor misdemeanour and serious misbehaviour.  Students are aware of the 

system and likely consequences.  

• The importance of not over-reacting to an incident will be recognised both in terms of 

fairness and also of retaining flexibility for any subsequent sanctions which may be 

needed.  

Whilst maintaining consistency of response the school will operate with some flexibility to 

take account of students' individual circumstances in reintegrating and restoring them back 

into School after an exclusion or sanction; including those students with special educational 

needs and/or safeguarding concerns.  Where the school believes that safeguarding 

concerns are present then a multi-agency meeting may be called to discuss both behaviour 

and punishment.  

The school will work upon the general assumption that parents are accountable for their 

children's behaviour and have special responsibilities with respect to dress, punctuality, 

homework and general politeness.  The school will try to be supportive of parents but will 

expect the same in return.  The Home-School Agreement will reflect the cooperative spirit.  

Details of the school’s policy on exclusions are available in section 6.  The school is a health 

promoting agency and as such will respond to misdemeanours which are potentially 

threatening to individuals or others.  Bringing any prohibited item onto the School site which 

has the potential to do serious damage to other students is likely to result in a sanction which 
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will include at least a fixed term exclusion.  Such items include, but are not restricted to, 

illegal substances and offensive weapons.  

Within the resources available the school will take positive steps to provide effective support 

for students who experience behaviour management problems.    

3.3 Derby Moor Consequence System  

3.3.1 Sanctions  

Behaviour can depend upon many factors and it is not possible to standardise sanctions 

relating to behaviour in an absolute manner.  Ultimately it is at the discretion of all members 

of staff as to when the sanction is issued to a student. This decision is respected and 

adhered to by students. A range of sanctions can be used by the school that are 

commensurate with a student’s actions.   

3.3.1 Detentions  

Students can be detained after school without parental consent.  Detentions can be issued 

on the same day.  Where possible every effort will be made to notify parents of a detention 

where it is to be served on the same day.  Detentions should not last for longer than one 

hour unless with the agreement of parents.  

Notification to parents of a detention may be conveyed through the student’s planner, a 

telephone or verbal message, text or a letter.  The 1997 Education Act assumes that parents 

have received the information and so an acknowledgement from the parent is not required.    

3.3.2 The Consequence system  

The Consequence system is as follows:  

• C1 – Verbal warning issued by member of staff to student  

• C2 – Formal Warning issued by a member of staff to a student. Where appropriate 

this is followed by a 1:1 restorative discussion, with the student outside of the 

classroom.  

• C3 – A student’s behaviour has not improved and they are then sent to another 

teacher for the remainder of the lesson. The student will be issued with a 30 minute 

detention the next day after school. The teacher will log the C3 and call home to 

inform parents. Failure to attend a C3 detention will result in a C4 detention being 

issued. If he/she refuses to be removed; a student will be issued with a C4 detention.  

• C4 – A student will be removed to Room 64 for a period of at least one school day by 

a member of staff on call (SOC). Abusive/aggressive behaviour towards fellow 

students and staff will result in an immediate C4 being issued. This can escalate to a 

C5 depending on the severity of the incident. The teacher will log this incident and 

phone home to inform parents. A 60-minute detention will be issued for the same day 

after school.  

• C5 - As a last resort a student will be excluded from Derby Moor for a fixed period of 

time. A critical incident will lead to an immediate C5 being issued. When a student 

returns, they will be placed on report to their Year Manager. A meeting will be held 

with parents and Year Manager on a student’s return to Derby Moor to establish how 

to move forward and improve the student’s behaviour. Please see Exclusion section 

of this document for further details.   

If a student gets more than 1 C3 on any one day:  

• 1 C3  30 min & staff phone call  

• 2 C3s  60 min & phone call from teaching staff  
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• 3 C3s  60 min & phone call from teaching staff and Year Manager phone call to 

parents  

• 4 or 5 C3s  1 day IEX, 1 hour detention and staff phone call and Year Manager 

discussion with parents.  

• If student receives multiple C3s on 2 occasions – put on report.  

If a student is given a C4 / SOC, they are removed to Room 64; however, they may have 

already had a C3 from a previous lesson. E.g.  

• 1 C4  1 day IEX, 60 min and call home for incident from teacher.  

• 1 C3, 1 C4  1 day IEX, 60 min and call home for incidents from both teachers and 

Year Manager phone call to parents.   

• 2+ C3s, 1C4  1 day IEX, 1 hour detention, 3 Staff calls home for incidents and Year 

Manager discussion with parents, automatic Report for 2 weeks. If student receives 

multiple C3/C4 – put on report.  

This allows us to link behaviours together and follow up in a more appropriate way to 

address and support students, in addition to the student receiving a sanction.  

3.3.3 Late to school   

Any student who is late to school will receive an automatic 30 minute detention the following 

day.   

3.3.4 Students on Report  

In order to support students in managing and regulating their behaviour they may be placed 

on report. A report is designed to encourage students to reflect on and correct their 

behaviour to ensure improvement is made and poor behaviour is not repeated. Reports may 

be issued for repeatedly missing homework, lateness to lessons or not meeting behaviour 

expectations.  

3.3.5 Equality Act  

In relation to the Behaviour Policy and Code of Conduct, Derby Moor Academy will have due 

regard for the promotion of equality and ensure that its policies, expectations and sanctions 

do not discriminate. Insults which are deemed to be homophobic or racially motivated will be 

sanctioned.  

3.3.6 Searching and Confiscation of Inappropriate Items  

The school can search students, their lockers and bags without consent for any banned 

items or an item which is likely to be used to commit an offence or cause personal injury or 

damage to property.  A search can be undertaken if the school has reasonable grounds for 

suspecting that a student is in possession of a prohibited item.  Items found will be retained 

by school staff and may be handed to the police where necessary.  Reasonable force may 

be used to search for these items where necessary.  

During a search, students will not be instructed to remove garments that are not outer 

garments.  For clarity outer garments means clothing that is not worn next to the skin but 

does include, hats, shoes, boots, gloves and scarves.  

Section 91 of the Education and Inspections Act 2006, enables school staff to confiscate, 

retain or dispose of a student’s property, where reasonable to do so. Schools are not 

required to inform parents before a search takes place or to seek consent to search their 

child.  

3.3.7 The Use of Physical Restraint  

Staff should avoid all use of physical chastisement and the use of physical restraints unless 

students are in danger of harming themselves or others, causing serious damage to 
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equipment or property or committing an offence.  In such cases physical restraint will be kept 

to the minimum required.  If physical restraint is used the incident should be logged and 

reported immediately to the Designated Safeguarding Lead.  

3.4 The Conduct of Enquiries into Incidents of Bad Behaviour  

School discipline enquiries will be conducted within the context of:  

• 'Loco parentis' (not as a legal enquiry) i.e. conclusions may be reached upon an 

assessment of the whole situation and knowledge of the children involved and not 

necessarily upon absolute proof.    

• A reasonable response in terms of:  

o The amount of time given to the enquiry. 

o Balancing probability when absolute proof is not possible.  

o Assessing the relative reliability of witnesses on the probability of them telling 

the truth or not.  

o The consistent application of policies.  Students should learn from experience 

to expect fair and consistently applied sanctions for bad behaviour which 

clearly makes the distinction between serious and minor offences.  Care 

should be taken to avoid scapegoating.  

If within an enquiry students or their parents raise wider issues which they believe has 

contributed to the incident/s of bad behaviour the School will take reasonable steps to 

investigate.  However, the general assumption that such wider issues can be used as an 

excuse cannot be accepted.  

3.4.1 Police Involvement  

In the event of the police becoming involved in an enquiry the school may consider it to be 

appropriate to allow them to complete their enquiries and decide upon the action they 

propose to take before completing the school enquiry.  A likely exception would be if for the 

safety of the school community, it was decided to exclude a student.  

There may be circumstances in which the school makes the decision to involve the police as 

a result of incidents which have occurred within school.  This falls under the school’s 

package of restorative practice.  Local police may be asked to speak to students to discuss 

potential consequences of poor behaviour and seek to increase the student’s understanding 

in this area.  

    

3.5 Making Judgements about the Seriousness of an Offence   

3.5.1 The School will assess as serious incidents which:  

• Bring danger, threat or intimidation to self or others.  

• Are judged to seriously undermine the standards upon which the school ethos is 

based or to bring the reputation of the school into disrepute.  

• Involve repeated disruption, defiance or rudeness.  

•  Cause serious deliberate damage.  
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3.5.2 Examples of Misdemeanours likely to be regarded as very serious   

These include, but are not necessarily limited to  

• Physical aggression.  

• Possession of illegal substances or offensive weapons.  

• Bullying or sexual/racial/homophobic harassment.  

• Use of extremely obscene or defiant language.  

• Bringing dangerous (including inflammable or explosive) materials on the site.  

• Vandalism.  

• Serious misdemeanours which continue in a defiant manner despite warnings and 

support.  

• Repeated disruptive or defiant behaviour.  

• Foul language or calculated idleness.  

• Causing local residents to object to the behaviour of our students and   

•  Malicious allegations against staff.  

3.6 Informing Parents  

We seek to work in co-operation with parents.  It is general policy to bring all incidents of 

serious bad behaviour to the notice of parents.  Parents will be notified of less serious 

incidents if sanction will entail after school detention or if on general welfare grounds it is 

judged appropriate by staff to inform or discuss the issue with the parent.  A simple example 

of this would be informing parents of non-completion of homework.  In the event of exclusion 

every effort will be made to inform parents prior to the student going home.  It may be 

appropriate to defer the final decision about exclusion until after parents have been 

contacted.  

3.7 Situations in which Students or their Parents provide information which could be  

self-incriminating  

Where any disclosure is made that illegal or dangerous behaviour has occurred, the relevant 

authorities will be informed.   

3.8 Policies on Specific Serious Behaviour Issues  

3.8.1 Assaults  

Assault, intentional or reckless acts which cause a person to fear or expect immediate 

unlawful force or personal violence.  Battery is the infliction of the unlawful violence.  Both 

should be considered as very serious offences but as the behaviour is criminal, school 

should first check whether the victim intends to report the matter to police.  School may act 

in addition to the police.  

School may need to address multiple issues including the offence and the fear of the victim 

of the possibility of reprisal.  

3.8.2 Knives and Offensive Weapons  

In the case of banned items with the potential to cause harm to others exclusion should 

normally form part of the punishment.  In the case of the blatant carrying of an offensive 

weapon, or if serious injury has been caused or threatened, permanent exclusion is likely to 

be an appropriate response. If a student brings a knife and/or offensive weapons onto the 

school site the police will be called.  
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3.8.3 Disciplinary Policy relating to inappropriate use of Mobile Phones   

Mobile phones can be used to seriously undermine school standards and the safety and 

welfare interests of our students. As a result of this the school has a responsibility to regulate 

the use of phones on the school site.  

3.9 Rules for Use of Mobile Phones Years 7-11  

Mobile phones can be brought into school, but must remain turned off in student’s bag or 

locker for the duration of the school day, including break time, lunch time and after school 

until off the school site.  

If phones are seen the school will take the following action:  

• Confiscate the phone and take it to Student Services:  

• On first confiscation, the phone will be returned to the student at the end of the day.   

• On second confiscation, parents will be informed that the phone will only be returned 

directly to them.  

• For subsequent confiscations, parents will be required to meet with Year Manager.   

3.10 Drugs and Banned items  

• Includes all illegal substances, poppers, aerosol cans, correcting fluid and other 

volatile substances, laser pens, matches, lighters, cigarettes/tobacco, alcohol, 

ecigarettes, pornography.  

• If a student is found in possession of a banned item on the school site, it will result in 

very serious consequences with the possibility of permanent exclusion.   

• Possession of drugs on the school site, except in exceptional circumstances, will 

result in permanent exclusion.    

• Selling or distributing illegal drugs or banned items will result in permanent exclusion.  

To establish clear procedures for dealing with situations in which banned substances are 

found or there is a suspicion that they have been brought into the school.  Procedures 

include seeking police and/or medical assistance and informing parents, giving advice on 

counselling etc.  

If an accusation is made against a student, which cannot be verified by the school, the 

school should assess the reliability of evidence and if there is a reasonable chance that 

there could be some truth in the accusation, the parents should be informed.  Depending 

upon the circumstances, it should be decided whether to contact the police. . Parents and 

the appropriate authorities will be notified if, in the school’s opinion, a student arrives at 

school under the influence of drugs, alcohol or other banned or illegal substances.  

3.11 Exclusions  

3.11.1 Legal Context  

School and Governors’ Disciplinary Committees will work within terms of DFE guidance 

‘Exclusions from maintained schools, academies and pupil referral units in England’ 

published in September 2017, if appropriate, guidance on SEN for students with EBD 

problems  

3.11.2 The purpose of the exclusion  

• To make a clearly understood statement that certain behaviour is not to be tolerated 

within the school  

• To face students and parents with their responsibilities in terms of responding to 

serious disciplinary issues  

• To protect the educational and social wellbeing and/or safety of other students  

•  To protect the wellbeing and/or safety of staff.  
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3.11.3 Where a child should be during exclusions  

Parents have a duty to ensure that when their child is excluded that he/she is not present in 

a public place during school hours during the first five days of an exclusion, unless there is 

reasonable justification for this. It will be for parents to show reasonable justification. If 

parents do allow their child in a public place then they may receive a penalty notice from the 

LA. They must also ensure that their child does not come to Derby Moor Academy during the 

period of exclusion, especially to meet friends, at the end of the school day.  

3.11.4 Situations when exclusions may be deemed to be an appropriate response  

Serious breaches of school discipline involving violence, criminal behaviour, the use of 

extremely obscene language, risks to other students' well-being and safety, possession of 

banned or illegal substances, extreme defiance or insolence, making malicious allegations 

against staff or bringing the reputation of the school into disrepute.  

 

Less severe but nonetheless serious matters of discipline when earlier warnings have not 

been heeded (eg Smoking after due warnings for a previous offence).  Consideration will 

also be given prior to exclusions based on a pattern of bad behaviour, including consistently 

poor behaviour effecting the welfare or safety of other members of the school community or 

the  education of other students.  

3.11.5 The length of the fixed term exclusion  

On the first occasion a student receives a fixed-term exclusion, the time served will be 

dependent on the misdemeanour.    

On the second occasion a student receives a fixed-term exclusion, the time served may be 

longer and after several occasions, a student may be classed as a recidivist student and 

placed onto the Recidivist Pathway.  

3.11.6 Recidivist Pathway   

Students who have several fixed term exclusions or who persistently defy the behavioural 

expectations of the school could be classed as recidivist students and put onto the Recidivist 

Pathway. This would be after a range of interventions and strategies (Appendix 1).  Parents 

will receive written notification. (Appendix 2)  

The student will have a warning meeting with the Principal and their Year Manager to 

discuss their behaviour record and the implications of continued poor behaviour choices. 

Any serious breach of the behaviour expectations will result in a 1 day fixed exclusion a 

second incident in a 3 day exclusion and third incident in a 5 day exclusion and a further 

incident in a placement in our THRIVE unit. If a student still does not meet behaviour 

expectations they will appear before the Governors’ Panel.  This, in effect, will be a final 

warning and should the student’s behaviour continue to cause concern, there is the 

likelihood that a recommendation to the Governors of permanent exclusion will follow.  

If while on this pathway the student commits an offence that would normally result in 

permanent exclusion, such as bringing drugs onto site, the pathway will be suspended and 

usual policy will apply.   

3.11.7 The relationship between the exclusion and other disciplinary measures  

The exclusion may not itself be deemed to be the full sanction.  On return from a fixed term 

exclusion a student is normally ‘sanctioned’ in a more conventional school manner e.g. 

further work in the Room 64.  A contract or on-report arrangements may be appropriate on 

return.  
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Exclusions are recorded in the student's file.  The school reserves the right to inform others 

of the incident if behaviour does not improve.  This could involve including information about 

the behavioural problems in future references. Exclusions are monitored including numbers 

of time of exclusions.  This is a measure of the success of the exclusion policy.  

 

3.11.8 Permanent Exclusion  

A decision to exclude a student permanently will only be taken:    

• in response to a serious breach or persistent breaches of the school's behaviour 

policy; and    

• where allowing the student to remain in school would seriously harm the education or 

welfare of the pupil or others in the school.  

3.11.9 Providing appropriate work during exclusion  

The school will provide appropriate and sufficient work to students for completion during 

exclusion. Work will be collated by the relevant Year Manager and sent home.   Should a 

student be permanently excluded by the Governors the LA assumes responsibility for 

schooling following the Governing Body’s final decision.  

3.11.10 Public examinations during an exclusion period  

The school will make arrangements for excluded students to sit any public examination that 

fall within the exclusion period. However, the examination may be supervised in isolation or 

held at another examination centre for example at another local school.  

3.11.11 Use of Room 64  

Room 64 is used as a sanction in the issuing of a C4 or C5 sanction. It will involve 

separation from the main student body in Room 64.  There will be close supervision by staff 

with zero tolerance of talking or off task behaviour.  Breaks and lunchtimes are part of the 

Room 64 and arrangements will be made for the student to take lunch within the Room 64.  

Students will be required to undertake all work set by teaching staff whilst in the Room 64 in 

order to ensure progress is not hindered.    

In addition, students will be required to undertake a period of time within the Room 64 once 

a fixed term exclusion (C5) has been completed. This period in Room 64 will be determined 

by the severity of the incident and the specific needs of the student to ensure successful 

integration back into main school. Any extended period of time spent in Room 64 will be 

discussed with parents.       

Students may be asked to serve periods of time at an alternative school within Derby City if it 

is identified that this would best support an improvement in their behaviour.  It will be the 

responsibility of the parent to arrange for transport to and from the receiving school if timings 

fall outside of school core hours   
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4.  Managing negative behaviours - Anti-Bullying. 

Derby Moor Academy has a ‘duty of care’ towards its students with regard to bullying in that the 
Principal and staff stand in loco parentis (in place of the parents). This duty of care includes 
protecting students from harm of bullying. 
 
All pupils are entitled to learn in a safe and supportive environment; this means being free from 
all forms of bullying behaviour. This policy outlines how instances of bullying are dealt with, 
including the preventative procedures in place to prevent bullying. It addresses fundamental 
considerations such as spotting the signs of bullying, prevention strategies, sanctions, providing 
support and statutory responsibilities.  
 

4.1.The National and Legal Context 

  
This policy has due regard to all relevant legislation including, but not limited to, the following:  

 Education and Inspections Act 2006 

 Equality Act 2010 

 Protection from Harassment Act 1997 

 Malicious Communications Act 1988 

 Public Order Act 1986 

 Communications Act 2003 

 Human Rights Act 1998 

 Crime and Disorder Act 1998 

 Education Act 2011 

This policy has been written in accordance with guidance, including, but not limited to: 

 DfE (2017) ‘Preventing and tackling bullying’  

 DfE (2018) ‘Sexual violence and sexual harassment between children in schools and 

colleges’  

 DfE (2018) ‘Mental health and wellbeing provision in schools’  

This policy operates in conjunction with the following school policies: 

 Behaviour and Exclusion Policy 

 Inclusion Policy 

Bullying is a much-publicised problem in our schools today.  At Derby Moor Academy, we do 

not see bullying as inevitable or something we can do nothing about.  Bullying can cause 

both physical and emotional distress which can continue into adult life.  At Derby Moor 

Academy our value of community ensures that all are valued and kept safe. This is part of our 

commitment to Child Protection to ensure that children are not harmed physically or 

emotionally.  We strive, therefore, to create a safe and secure environment for our students 

and staff. 

Throughout the curriculum, students are encouraged to take responsibility for themselves and 

others and to learn positive social behaviour and strategies such as assertiveness skills.  The 

standards and values of the school are emphasised through our Academy ethos and vision, 

which are integral parts of both our academic and pastoral curriculum. 
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4.2.  Definition of Bullying 

For the purpose of this policy, “bullying” is defined as persistent behaviour by an individual or 

group with the intention of verbally, physically, or emotionally harming another person or 

group.  

Bullying is generally characterised by: 

 Repetition: Incidents are not one-offs; they are frequent and happen over a period. 

 Intent: The perpetrator(s) means to cause verbal, physical or emotional harm; it is not 

accidental. 

 Targeting: Bullying is generally targeted at a specific individual or group. 

 Power Imbalance: Whether real or perceived, bullying is generally based on unequal 

power relations. 

Vulnerable pupils are more likely to be the targets of bullying due to the attitudes and 

behaviours some young people have towards those who are different from themselves.  

Vulnerable pupils may include, but are not limited to:  

 Pupils with SEND. 

 Pupils who are adopted. 

 Pupils who are looked after. 

 Pupils suffering from a health problem. 

 Pupils with caring responsibilities. 

4.3. Types of bullying  

Many kinds of behaviour can be considered bullying.  

Verbal. 

 Physical.  

 Emotional. 

 Online (Cyber). 

Racist bullying: Bullying another person based on their ethnic background, religion or skin 

colour. Racist bullying is a criminal offence under the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 and 

Public Order Act 1986. 

LGBT-phobic bullying: Bullying another person because of their actual or perceived sexual 

orientation.  Transphobic bullying is based on another person’s gender ‘variance’ or for not 

conforming to dominant gender roles.  

Sexist bullying: Bullying based on sexist attitudes expressed in a way to demean, intimidate 

or harm another person because of their sex or gender. Sexist bullying may sometimes be 

characterised by inappropriate sexual behaviours.  

Sexual bullying: Bullying behaviour that has a physical, psychological, verbal or non-verbal 

sexual dimension/dynamic that subordinates, humiliates or intimidates another person. This 

is commonly underpinned by sexist attitudes or gender stereotypes.  

Prejudicial bullying: Bullying based on prejudices directed towards specific characteristics, 

e.g. SEND or mental health issues.  

Relational bullying: Bullying that primarily constitutes of excluding, isolating and ostracising 

someone – usually through verbal and emotional bullying.  
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4.4. Roles and responsibilities 

The governing body is responsible for:  

 Evaluating and reviewing this policy to ensure that it is not discriminatory.  

 The overall implementation of this policy. 

 Ensuring that the school adopts a tolerant and open-minded policy towards difference.  

 Ensuring the school is inclusive. 

 Analysing any bullying data to establish patterns.  

  

The Designated Safeguarding Lead is responsible for:  

 Reviewing and amending this policy, accounting for new legislation and government 

guidance, and using staff experience of dealing with bullying incidents in previous years 

to improve procedures.  

 Keeping a Bullying Record on CPOMS of all reported incidents, including which type of 

bullying has occurred, to allow for proper analysis of the data collected. 

 Analysing the data in the bullying record at regular intervals to identify trends, so that 

appropriate measures can be implemented and policy reviewed in light of these.   

 Arranging appropriate training for staff members.  

 

Year Managers are responsible for:  

 Corresponding and meeting with parents where necessary.  

 Providing a point of contact for pupils and parents, when more serious bullying incidents 

occur.  

Teachers are responsible for:  

 Being alert to social dynamics in their class. 

 Being available for pupils who wish to report bullying.  

 Providing follow-up support after bullying incidents.  

 Being alert to possible bullying situations, particularly exclusion from friendship groups, 

and that they inform the pupil’s Year Manager of such observations.  

 Refraining from gender stereotyping when dealing with bullying.  

 Understanding the composition of pupil groups, showing sensitivity to those who have 

been the victims of bullying. 

 Reporting any instances of bullying once they have been approached by a pupil for 

support. 

The Primary First Aider and School Counsellor is responsible for:  

 Offering emotional support to victims of bullying.  

 Alerting the relevant Year Manager regarding any incidents of bullying.  

Parents are responsible for:  

 Informing their child’s Year Manager if they have any concerns that their child is the 

victim of bullying or involved in bullying in anyway.  

 Being watchful of their child’s behaviour, attitude and characteristics and informing 

relevant staff members of any changes.  
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Pupils are responsible for:  

 Informing a member of staff if they witness bullying or are a victim of bullying.  

 Not making counter-threats if they are victims of bullying.  

 Walking away from dangerous situations and avoiding involving other pupils in incidents.  

 Keeping evidence of cyber bullying and informing a member of staff should they fall 

victim to cyber bullying.  

4.5. Statutory Implications 

The school understands that, under the Equality Act 2010, it has a responsibility to: 

 Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct 

prohibited by the act. 

 Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 

and people who do not share it. 

 Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and people 

who do not share it. 

The school understands that, under the Human Rights Act (HRA) 1998, it could have charges 

brought against it if it allows the rights of children and young people at the school to be 

breached by failing to take bullying seriously.  

The Principal will ensure that this policy complies with the HRA; the Principal understands 

that they cannot do this without fully involving their teaching staff. 

Although bullying itself is not a criminal offence, some types of harassment, threatening 

behaviour and/or communications may be considered criminal offences: 

 Under the Malicious Communications Act 1988, it is an offence for a person to 

electronically communicate with another person with the intent to cause distress or 

anxiety, or in a way which conveys a message which is indecent or grossly offensive, a 

threat, or contains information which is false and known or believed to be false by the 

sender. 

 The Protection from Harassment Act 1997 makes it an offence to knowingly pursue any 

course of conduct amounting to harassment. 

 Section 127 of the Communications Act 2003 makes it an offence to send, by means of 

a public electronic communications network, a message, or other matter, that is grossly 

offensive or of an indecent, obscene or menacing character. It is unlawful to disseminate 

defamatory information through any media, including internet sites. 

 Other forms of bullying which are illegal and should be reported to the police include: 

violence or assault, theft, repeated harassment or intimidation and hate crimes. 

4.6. Prevention 

 Staff will encourage pupil cooperation and the development of interpersonal skills using 

group and pair work.  

 All types of bullying will be discussed as part of the curriculum.  

 Diversity, difference and respect for others is promoted and celebrated throughout the 

Academy  

 Seating plans will be organised and altered in a way that prevents instances of bullying.  

 Opportunities to extend friendship groups and interactive skills are provided through 

participation in special events, for example, drama productions, sporting activities and 

cultural groups.   
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 All members of the school are made aware of this policy and their responsibilities in 

relation to it.  

 All staff members receive training on identifying and dealing with the different types of 

bullying.   

 Form tutors offer an ‘open door’ policy allowing pupils to discuss any bullying, whether 

they are victims or have witnessed an incident. 

 The school will be alert to, and address, any mental health and wellbeing issues 

amongst pupils, as these can be a cause of bullying behaviour. 

 The school will ensure potential perpetrators are given support as required, so their 

educational, emotional and social development is not negatively influenced by outside 

factors, e.g. mental health issues.  

4.7. Preventing peer-on-peer sexual abuse  

The school has a zero-tolerance approach to all forms of peer-on-peer sexual abuse, 

including sexual harassment and sexual violence. 

Sexual harassment refers to unwanted conduct of a sexual nature that occurs online or 

offline.  

Sexual harassment violates a child’s dignity and makes them feel intimidated, degraded or 

humiliated, and can create a hostile, sexualised or offensive environment. If left 

unchallenged, sexual harassment can create an atmosphere that normalises inappropriate 

behaviour and may lead to sexual violence.  

Sexual violence refers to the three following offences:  

 Rape: A person (A) commits an offence of rape if they intentionally penetrates the 

vagina, anus or mouth of another person (B) with his penis, B does not consent to the 

penetration and A does not reasonably believe that B consents. 

 Assault by Penetration: A person (A) commits an offence if s/he intentionally 

penetrates the vagina or anus of another person (B) with a part of her/his body or 

anything else, the penetration is sexual, B does not consent to the penetration and A 

does not reasonably believe that B consents. 

 Sexual Assault: A person (A) commits an offence of sexual assault if s/he intentionally 

touches another person (B), the touching is sexual, B does not consent to the touching 

and A does not reasonably believe that B consents. 

The Trust’s Policy and Guidance for Child Protection, safeguarding and promoting the welfare 

of Children outlines our stance on addressing peer-on-peer sexual abuse, and the 

procedures in place will be adhered to if any instances of sexual harassment or sexual 

violence be uncovered.  

To prevent peer-on-peer abuse and address the wider societal factors that can influence 

behaviour, the school will educate pupils about abuse, its forms and the importance of 

discussing any concerns and respecting others through the curriculum, assemblies and 

PSHE lessons. 

The school will also ensure that pupils are taught about safeguarding, including online safety, 

as part of a broad and balanced curriculum in PSHE lessons, RSE and group sessions.  

Managing disclosures 

We will follow our Policy and Guidance for Child Protection, Safeguarding and Promoting the 

welfare of Children. 
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4.8. Cyber bullying 

The school views cyber bullying in the same light as any other form of bullying and will follow 

the sanctions set out in section 13 this policy if they become aware of any incidents.  

The school will support pupils who have been victims of cyber bullying by holding formal and 

informal discussions with the pupil about their feelings and whether the bullying has stopped, 

in accordance with section 13 and section 14 of this policy.  

In accordance with the Education Act 2011, the school has the right to examine and delete 

files from pupils’ personal devices, e.g. mobiles phones, where there is good reason to do so. 

This power applies to all schools and there is no need to have parental consent to search 

through a young person’s mobile phone.  

If an electronic device is seized by a member of staff, and there is reasonable ground to 

suspect that it contains evidence in relation to an offence, the device must be given to the 

police as soon as it is reasonably practicable.  

If a staff member finds material that they do not suspect contains evidence in relation to an 

offence, the DSL will decide whether it is appropriate to delete or retain the material as 

evidence of a breach of the relevant policies.  

The school’s Behaviour and Exclusion policy will be followed at all times.  

4.9. Procedures 

Minor incidents are reported to the victim’s Year Manger, who investigates the incident, sets 

appropriate sanctions for the perpetrator and informs the Deputy DSL Via CPOMs of the 

incident and outcome. 

When investigating a bullying incident, the following procedures are adopted: 

 The victim, alleged bully and witnesses are all interviewed separately 

 Members of staff ensure that there is no possibility of contact between the pupils being 

interviewed, including electronic communication 

 If a pupil is injured, members of staff take the pupil immediately to the school nurse for a 

medical opinion on the extent of their injuries 

 A room is used that allows for privacy during interviews  

 A witness is used for serious incidents 

 If appropriate, the alleged bully, the victim and witnesses, are asked to write down 

details of the incident; this may need prompting with questions from the member of staff 

to obtain the full picture  

 Premature assumptions are not made, as it is important not to be judgemental at this 

stage  

 Members of staff listen carefully to all accounts, being non-confrontational and not 

attaching blame until the investigation is complete   

 All concerned pupils are informed that they must not discuss the interview with other 

pupils  

Due to the potential for sexist, transphobic, sexual, etc bullying to be characterised by 

inappropriate sexual behaviour, staff members involved in dealing with the incident are 

required to consider whether there is a need for safeguarding processes to be implemented.  
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4.10.Sanctions and Support 

Students will be sanctioned in line with the school’s Behaviour Policy. 

The school has adopted a range of strategies to prevent and reduce bullying, to raise 
awareness of bullying and support victims and those displaying bullying behaviour including:  

 
 Mental health and well being ambassadors 
 Mental health ambassadors Twitter page, notice boards in school 
 Peer mediation – resolution of friendship issues 
 ‘Tootoot’ – an anonymous method of reporting bullying concerns for students, parents 

and carers 
 Restorative approaches 
 Training available for staff on Anti-Bullying Policy 

 If necessary, group dynamics are broken up by members of staff by assigning places in 

classes. 

 The school, particularly the students Year Manager, will work with the victim to build 

resilience, e.g. by offering emotional therapy via the school counsellor.  

 The school realises that bullying may be an indication of underlying mental health 

issues. Perpetrators will be offered a counselling session, to assist with any underlying 

mental health or emotional wellbeing issues.  

4.11. Bullying outside of School 

The Principal has a specific statutory power to discipline pupils for poor behaviour outside of 

the school premises. Section 89(5) of the Education and Inspections Act 2006 gives the 

Principal the power to regulate pupils’ conduct when they are not on school premises, and 

therefore, not under the lawful charge of a school staff member. 

Teachers have the power to discipline pupils for misbehaving outside of the school premises. 

This can relate to any bullying incidents occurring anywhere off the school premises, such as 

on school or public transport, outside the local shops, or in a town or village centre.  

Where bullying outside school is reported to school staff, it is investigated and acted on.  

In all cases of misbehaviour or bullying, members of staff can only discipline the pupil on 

school premises, or elsewhere when the pupil is under the lawful control of the member of 

staff, eg on a school trip. 

The Principal/DSL is responsible for determining whether it is appropriate to notify the police, 

of the action taken against a pupil.  

If the misbehaviour could be of a criminal nature, or poses a serious threat to a member of 

the public, the police are always informed.  

 

5.  Managing negative behaviours. Drug and substance abuse. 

 
5.1 Introduction 

Drugs- A Definition 

‘A substance people take to change the way they feel, think or behave’ 

(United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime) 
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This definition includes all illegal and legal drugs including alcohol, tobacco and medicines. 

The majority of young people of school age have never used an illegal drug.  Of those who 

do experiment with illegal drugs very few will go on to become problem drug users. However, 

most will at some stage be occasional users of drugs for medicinal purposes and many will 

try tobacco and alcohol. Every school therefore has a responsibility to consider its response 

to drugs and all schools are expected to have a policy which sets out the school’s role in 

relation to all drug matters.  (Drugs: Guidance for Schools DFES 2004) 

5.2 Statutory obligations 

This policy takes full account of the school’s legal obligations and has drawn guidance from 

the following documentation: 

 Drugs: Guidance for Schools DFES 2004 

 Drug, alcohol and tobacco education -curriculum guidance for schools at key stages 1-4 
(QCA 2003) 
 

Every school has a statutory responsibility to: 

 have an up to date Drug Education Policy. 

 deliver drug education through the relevant programmes of study within Science National 
Curriculum and Personal Development. 

 prepare all students for the responsibilities of adult life. 

 ensure that parents do not withdraw their children from  Drug Education lessons as they do 
not have this right.  

 

Derby Moor Academy recognises that it also has its part to play in meeting National and 

Local Drug Education targets as identified through Derby Safeguarding Children’s Board.  

These include having: 

 An up to date Drug Education Policy consistent with DfE guidelines. 

 An effective implementation process for the Drug Education Policy and Drug-Related 
Incidents with subsequent monitoring and evaluation strategies. 

 An effective and developmental Drug Education Programme in each key stage. 

 To ensure that parents are provided with appropriate drug education materials. 

 Support for all young people identified as being vulnerable to receive the appropriate 
education, advice, information and support on substance misuse both in and out of schools. 

 Support for all young people identified as having problems with substance misuse to receive 
an appropriate intervention or care package with support for parents and carers. 

 Structured support for all young people assessed as being in need to be referred to the 
appropriate treatment programme or facilities. 

 

In addition Derby Moor Academy see drug education as a core component of an effective 

Personal Development programme and a key activity within our Health Promoting School 

strategy.   

5.3 Statement of Policy on Drug Education, Substance use and misuse 

In response to our shared concerns at a Local and National level, we wish to state that as 

part of our care for the welfare of our students, Derby Moor Academy believes it has a duty to 

inform and educate young people on the consequences of drug use and misuse.   

Fundamental to our school’s values and practice, is the principle of sharing the responsibility 

for education of young people with parents, by keeping them informed and involved at all 
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times.  Effective communication and co-operation is essential to the successful 

implementation of this policy. 

 The school does not condone the misuse of drugs and alcohol by members of the school, 
nor the illegal supply of these substances. 

 The school is committed to the health and safety of its members and will take action to 
safeguard their well-being. 

 The school acknowledges the importance of its pastoral role in the welfare of young people 
and encouraged by the general ethos of the school, will seek to support the particular needs 
of individual or groups of students. 

 

5.4 Definitions of drugs terms  

Our Drug Education Policy and programme of study recognises that drug taking covers a 

broad spectrum in our society from medicinal drug taking (eg on prescription); socially 

accepted, recreational, drug use (eg alcohol); through to problematic and chaotic drug taking 

which frequently involves a drug dependency, often using illegal drugs.  We also recognise 

that our society has an ambivalent attitude to drug taking and drug takers and that young 

people frequently receive very mixed and often contradictory, messages. As such it is 

important that we are clear and consistent in our use of language. 

When we think of the words ‘drugs’ we often have images of illegal substances such as 

heroin, cocaine, ecstasy and cannabis. At Derby Moor Academy we take a broader view of 

drugs, legal or illegal, including alcohol, tobacco and medicines and ‘legal highs’  

The following definitions can all be applied: 

The word ‘drug’ is used to include all mood-altering substances including alcohol, tobacco 

and medicines, illegal drugs and ‘legal highs’ 

‘Drug taking’ involves the consumption of any drug. 

‘Drug use’ is drug taking through which harm may or may not occur.  

‘Drug misuse’ is drug taking, which harms health or functioning. It may include physical or 

psychological dependence or be part of a wider spectrum of problematic or harmful 

behaviour. 

5.5 Aims of the Drug Education Policy 

The aim of the Drug Education Policy is to: 

 Raise awareness and understanding of drugs within our society. 

 Ensure the impact of drug education on drug using behaviour is as effective as possible. 
Drug education is unlikely to prevent young people from ever experimenting with drugs. 
However, good quality drug education can impact on changes in specific drug using 
patterns and reduce the misuse of drugs and associated problems for young people.  

 Contribute towards decreased harm and increased safety for young people, their families 
and communities. 

 Ensure all information is accurate and up to date. 

 Ensure that all programs of work go beyond information provision to include exploration of 
attitudes and values and the development of personal and social skills, as life skills 
approaches are likely to be most effective. 
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5.6 Drug Education Policy and Educational Aims 

At Derby Moor Academy our practical definition of drug education is ‘the acquisition of 

knowledge, understanding and skills and exploration of attitudes and values which will enable 

young people to make informed decisions about their own use of drugs and that of other 

people. 

Our educational approach focuses on provision of accurate and balanced information. It 

accepts that there are different views about drug use and encourages young people to 

explore a range of views, to develop their own opinions and also to challenge stereotypes. In 

terms of skill development an educational approach helps young people develop a range of 

relevant personal and social skills so they can make their own, informed decisions about their 

own use of drugs and that of other people.   

We believe and support the following educational aims in respect of substance use and 

misuse: 

 To enable students to make healthy, informed choices by increasing knowledge, 
challenging attitudes and developing and practising skills. 

 To provide accurate information about substances. 

 To increase understanding about the implications and possible consequences of use and 
misuse. 

 To widen understanding about related health and social issues, e.g. sex and sexuality, 
crime, HIV and AIDS. 

 

At Derby Moor Academy these aims are addressed through: 

 

 Aspects of the students’ experiences being taught in the curriculum. 

 The informal curriculum and through opportunities for extra-curricular activities. 

 The taught curriculum mainly through Personal Development, Science and English, but 
other opportunities to reinforce learning will occur in other parts of the teaching programme. 

 

The school actively co-operates with other agencies such as Community Police, Social 

Services, Health and Drug Agencies to deliver its commitment to Drugs Education and to 

deal with incidents of substance use and misuse.  Visitors who support the school will be 

informed of the values held within this policy.   

 

5.7 A Whole School Approach 

A whole school approach has been adopted to support drug education that actively involves 

the whole school community. All groups who make up the school community have rights and 

responsibilities regarding drugs. In particular: 

The Senior Leadership Team (SLT) will endeavour to support the provision and 

development of drug education in line with this policy by providing leadership and adequate 

resourcing. 

Teaching staff: Drug education is best led by teachers rather than outside experts.  

Teachers have an understanding of their students, develop a dialogue with them and are 

accessible on an ongoing basis.  Teacher led drug education also avoids the situation 

whereby drugs are sensationalised and seen by students as something teachers cannot talk 

about.   

Teachers may not have detailed knowledge of drugs.  Whilst it is helpful if they have some 

knowledge about drugs, they do not need have a vast knowledge to successfully teach drug 
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education.  Drug education is not just about factual information and many teaching packages 

include activities which contain relevant drug information for use with students. 

All teachers are involved in the school’s drug education provision. Some teach drug 

education through the PD programme and some through science and other curriculum areas. 

All teachers play an important pastoral role by offering support to students. Any teacher can 

be approached by a student who experiences a difficulty regarding drug education issues.  

Teachers will be consulted about the school’s approach to drug education and aided in their 

work by provision of resources, background information, support and advice from 

experienced members of staff and access to appropriate training.    

Pastoral Staff will be involved in a supportive role in some drug education lessons and also 

play an important, informal pastoral support role with students. They will have access to 

information about the drug education programme and be supported in their pastoral role.  

Governors have responsibilities for school policies. They will be consulted about the drug 

education provision and policy and have regular reports at Governor’s meetings. 

Parents/carers have a legal right to view this policy and to have information about the 

school’s drug education provision. The school will seek and take account of parent/carer 

views and endeavour to adopt a partnership approach with parents/carers. This will 

periodically include information/education workshops for parents/carers and support for 

parents/carers to provide drug education for their own children. The school’s approach to 

drug education will encourage dialogue between parents/carers and their children.  

The School Nursing Service may play a role in drug education both in terms of input into 

lessons and provision of pastoral support for students. The school will work in ongoing 

consultation and partnership with the school nurse. 

Outside agencies and speakers are involved in inputting to drug education lessons and as 

points of referral as support services for students. The school will only work with agencies 

and speakers who are appropriate to student needs. We shall work in partnership with them 

and jointly plan their work within the school. The school will also promote relevant helping 

agencies that students can access. 

Students have an entitlement to age and circumstance appropriate drug education and to 

pastoral support. They will be actively consulted about their drug education needs and their 

views will be central to developing the provision. Discussion of Drug related issues and 

concerns should be encouraged through the Tutor group and Student Voice Teams. 

5.8 The taught Drug Education Programme  

At Derby Moor Academy Drug education is taught in a number of places within the school 

curriculum.  

Science 

There is a statutory requirement to deliver an element of the drug education programme 

through the National Curriculum. 

The Science orders require that students are taught:  

At Key Stage 1: The role of drugs as medicines. 

At Key Stage 2: Tobacco, alcohol and other drugs can have harmful effects. 
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At Key Stage 3: Abuse of alcohol, solvents and other drugs affects health; that the body’s 

natural defences may be enhanced by immunisation; and medicines and how smoking 

affects lung structure and gas exchange. 

At Key Stage 4: The effects of solvents, alcohol, tobacco and other drugs on body function. 

Personal Development 

The revision of the National Curriculum (2000) locates effective drug education in the non-

statutory PSHCE guidance and is reinforced in the statutory Citizenship National Curriculum 

programmes of study at Key Stages 3-4. 

At Derby Moor Academy the drug education components of the Human Development 

curriculum within each key stage are: 

Year Group Drug education module/content 

7 What are drugs? Alcohol and Tobacco Education.  Medicinal Drug 

use and resisting peer pressure. 

8 Alcohol Education, solvents, a research based Drug/CEG Citizenship 

Project, including drugs and the law. 

9 Making informed health choices.  Illegal Drugs, recreational drug 

use, Alcohol education. 

10 Medicines, visiting the doctor, Alcohol Education, recreational drug 

use. 

11 Drugs and personal risk assessment, Alcohol education, ethical 

issues around drugs, drugs and the law. 

 

Moral and cultural beliefs are explored at all levels as they relate to the drugs.  In addition, 

many teachers find they are able to deliver additional aspects of drug education in English, 

Drama, History, Geography, Physical Education and Religious Education. 

5.8.1 Methodology and resources 

A wide range of teaching methods are used that enable students to actively participate in 

their own learning. This includes use of quizzes, case studies, research, role play, DVD, 

small group discussion and use of appropriate guest speakers.  Occasional use of drama 

productions also forms part of the programme.  

Teaching is conducted in a safe learning environment through the use of ground rules and 

distancing techniques so that students are not put on the spot or expected to discuss their 

own personal issues in class but many students do share personal experiences because they 

feel comfortable doing so.  Being able to discuss actual experiences makes the lessons even 

more meaningful and demonstrates the trust students have in their teachers regarding 

sensitive issues. Teaching resources are selected on the basis of their appropriateness to 

students.  Groups of students preview new material with the Learning Director for Personal 

Development and help to decide the year group for which the material would be most 

effective.   
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5.8.2 Answering student’s questions 

The school believes that students should have opportunities to have their genuine questions 

answered in a sensible and matter-of-fact manner. However, occasionally a student may ask 

a particularly explicit, difficult or embarrassing question in class. Teachers will use their skill 

and discretion to decide about whether to answer questions in class and, if so, how. They will 

establish clear parameters of what is appropriate and inappropriate in class by discussing 

ground rules with students and by taking an approach that encourages students to be mature 

and sensible. 

If a teacher does not know the answer to a question they will acknowledge this and suggest 

that they and students research the answer to the question later. If a question is too explicit 

or inappropriate to answer in class at that moment, teachers will acknowledge it and attend to 

it later with the student who asked it. If a question is too personal teachers will remind 

students about the ground rules and if necessary point out appropriate sources of support. If 

a teacher is concerned that a student is at risk they will follow the school’s child protection 

procedures.   

5.8.3 Monitoring and evaluation 

The programme is regularly evaluated by the Senior Leadership Team. The views of students 

and teachers who deliver the programme are used to make changes and improvements to 

the programme on an ongoing basis.   

5.9 Pastoral Support for Students who Experience Difficulties 

The nature of support available to students 

The school takes its role in the promotion of student welfare seriously. Staff endeavour to 

make themselves approachable and to provide caring and sensitive pastoral support for 

students in a number of ways. Staff may be approached for help on an individual basis and 

through the pastoral system. They offer appropriate information and advice. The School 

Nursing Service offers a health and support service to students. Where appropriate, students 

are referred to the School Nursing Service or outside helping agencies. The school will keep 

up to date information about the development of local services and national help lines for 

young people, promote their existence to students and endeavour to form working 

relationships with local agencies that are relevant to student needs. 

 

5.10 Confidentiality and informing parents/carers 

School staff cannot promise absolute confidentiality if approached by a student for help. Staff 

must make this clear to students. Child protection procedures must be followed when any 

disclosures are made.  
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5.11 Staff responsibilities for implementation of drug education policy 

 

PRINCIPAL 

Overall responsibility  

Liaison with Governors, Parents and LA. 

 

VICE PRINCIPAL  / ASSISTANT VICE PRINCIPAL 

Responsibility for Monitoring all drug-related incidents. 

Integration of resources into Tutor Programme. 

 

SENIOR LEADERSHIP TEAM 

Assist in formulating policy and take an active role in its implementation. 

 

FACULTY SENIOR TEACHERS  

Responsibilities for writing and overseeing curriculum implementation in PD/ Science.  

 Liaison with other curriculum areas to ensure progression and reinforcement.  

 Keeping resources up to date. 

 

YEAR MANAGERS / INCLUSION MANAGER 

Involved in supporting management of drug-related incidents. 

 

ALL STAFF 

To receive appropriate Staff Development to implement the policy. 

To implement the policy and pass on suggestions for its review. 

To respond to drug-related incidents in accordance with the School’s policy 
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6. Behaviour and expectations in response to Covid-19  

6.1 Expectations. 

In response to the Government guidelines, the school has put in place a range of strategies to 

ensure the safety of students and staff as they make a phased return to school after the 

lockdown. 

The school is following the guidance on social distancing, handwashing and students being kept 

in ‘bubbles’ in order to minimise any possible exposure to Covid-19. 

Students are expected to conform and follow instructions, in order to maintain the safety of all 

students and staff on site. 

6.2 Consequences.   

If a student fails to adhere to these guidelines, then the following will occur: 

The AVP on duty will phone the Parent/Carer.  In this conversation, the following will be 

mentioned: 

 The action(s) that the student has taken that are not acceptable. 

 Failure to follow instructions of staff and the guidance given is putting themselves 

and others at risk. 

 A risk assessment will be completed for the student, which the parent/carer and 

student will need to agree with and sign, in order for the student to continue to attend 

the school during this phase of school opening. This will need to be completed and 

signed before the student returns for the sessions the following week. 

 If a second instance of behaviour(s) where the student is not following instructions / 

guidance, then the parent/carer will be phoned and the student must be collected 

immediately from school.   

 If there is a second incident, the student must be collected and will not be allowed to 

return to school during this phase of school opening but will continue with distance 

learning through ShowMyHomework. 

 The only exception to this will be if Social care are involved. In this instance, the 

AVP will contact the Social worker.  This may happen on two separate occasions.  If 

the Social worker has to be contacted, a third time, then that student will have to be 

collected and they will not be allowed to return to school during this phase of school 

opening but will continue with distance learning through ShowMyHomework. 
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Appendix 3.1: Responsibilities and Accountabilities  

Accountabilities of all members of staff at Derby Moor  

Take action to support a consistent approach to routine matters of maintaining standards 

and discipline about the site including behaviour, good order, litter and appearance.  

Accountabilities of Subject Teachers   

• Take action on routine incidents of minor disruption, poor punctuality, etc.  

• Ensure the Derby Moor Consequence system is followed to support effective 

behaviour for Learning  

• Act upon any incidents of poor behaviour, lateness or missed homework using the 

agreed school consequences system, together with any rewards given.  This includes 

incidents of poor behaviour that may occur on school visits.  

• Record using SIMS any incidents of lateness, missed homework or persistent minor 

misbehaviour.  

• Record  C3 and C4 sanctions set  on SIMS  

• Ensure when a C3 or C4 is issue, contact has been made with the student’s 

parents/carers.  

• Refer to senior teacher or faculty leader all cases of repeated misdemeanour in the 

classroom.  

• Use the C4 (Staff on Call) system for cases of serious indiscipline.  

• Ensure all areas of the school are calm and purposeful through consistently applying 

the Derby Moor Consequence system and school principles  

Accountabilities of Senior Teachers and Faculty Leaders  

• Monitor behaviour of students within their department through department meetings 

and discussion with staff.  

• Support members of the department by advising or signposting other support 

mechanisms (SEND department, Year Managers or AVP for behaviour..  

• Ensure a rota or system is in place to support colleagues in the C3 ‘Buddy system’ 

where a student can be sent throughout every lesson.    

• Refer directly to Year Managers incidents that go beyond the normal departmental 

problems.  

• Request Senior Staff support for classes where problems persist despite the use of 

standard sanctions through the C4 sanction.  

• Ensure all areas of the school are calm and purposeful through consistently applying 

the Derby Moor Consequence system and school principles  

Accountabilities of Tutors:  

• Monitor attendance, punctuality, appearance and behaviour and take action as 

appropriate.  

• Provide special support for vulnerable students.  

• Remind students of detentions on the morning that their detention is to be held   

• Ensure all areas of the school are calm and purposeful through consistently applying 

the Derby Moor Consequence system and school principles  
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Accountabilities of Year Managers  

• Monitor the numbers and nature of referrals given within their year group by keeping 

an up to date record.  

• Monitor number of late to lessons by student in their year group and follow up with a 

punctuality report  

• Take appropriate action with students where there is a problem that is general to the 

student rather than being confined to a certain subject.  Action could include extra 

work, detention, review meeting (including parent), on report etc.  

• Refer to Senior Leaders where the normal sanctions have failed to bring about 

improvement.  

• Ensure all areas of the school are calm and purposeful through consistently applying 

the Derby Moor Consequence system and school principles  

Accountability of Senior Leader Link  

Support Year Managers and deal directly with disciplinary cases appropriately referred.  

  

Accountability of  Assistant Vice Principal (Pastoral)  

• Support Year Managers and Senior Leader links and deal directly with disciplinary 

cases appropriately referred.  

• Develop  staff in the skills of classroom management  

• Promote good order and discipline in school including student self-discipline, proper 

regard for authority, good behaviour and respect for others.  

• Ensure students experiencing behavioural difficulties are given support and 

opportunity to improve their behaviour.  

• Ensure that staff, parents and students are in no doubt about expected standards of 

behaviour, the consequences of not achieving the required standards and what the 

school would regard as serious misbehaviour possibly resulting in exclusion.    

• Ensure that procedures are followed and accountabilities are met.  

• Develop  staff in the skills of classroom management and give clear guidance on:  

o Dealing with crisis  

o Intervening in fights between students o  

o Dealing with intruders  

o Using and recording physical constraint  

Accountability of Vice Principal  

• Ensure other senior staff have a high profile at lunch time and other times during 

busy circulation periods and that all teaching staff conscientiously fulfil statutory duty 

commitments.  

• Ensure that staff, parents and students are in no doubt about expected standards of 

behaviour, the consequences of not achieving the required standards and what the 

school would regard as serious misbehaviour possibly resulting in exclusion.    

• Ensure that procedures are followed and accountabilities are met.  

• Sanction fixed term exclusions   

• To report to the Governors termly on the number of exclusions giving reasons and 

social data of students.  

Accountability of Principal  

• Make final judgement on decision to permanently exclude a pupil  

• Sanction fixed term exclusions  
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• Must follow direction from the disciplinary committee to readmit excluded students.  

 

Accountability of Governors  

• To influence the school ethos and the school’s standing within the community.  

• To ensure that there are clearly documented and well understood criteria and 

procedures for dealing with disciplinary issues including exclusions.  To prepare a 

written statement of general principles on discipline.  

• To keep under review the use of exclusions within the wider disciplinary context.  

(Governors can be asked by parents or students over 18, to review a fixed term 

exclusion and must formally sanction a permanent exclusion).  

• To establish a Discipline Committee made up of 3-5 members (possibly drawn from a 

pool) to review use of exclusions, decide whether to confirm exclusions of more than 

5 days within one term and to hear parents’ appeals.  (The Discipline Committee 

must meet to consider a fixed period of more than 15 school days within a term within 

15 school days.  Consideration of exclusions of between 6 and 15 days in a term 

must take place within 50 days).  

• Governors can require the Principal to reinstate in exclusions of more than 5 days or 

an exclusion involving opportunities to take public examinations.  Governors have the 

right not to sanction the Principal's decision to permanently exclude.  

Accountability of Local Authority (LA)  

The LA has a duty to advise the Governors’ Discipline Committee on the appropriateness of 

an exclusion.    

The LA must set up the Appeals Panel which has the power to direct the reinstatement in the 

case of permanent exclusion.  The LA Appeals Panel must give the Governing Body the 

opportunity to express its view.  
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Appendix 3.2: Recidivist Pathway  

In extreme cases where a student consistently shows defiant behaviour a more robust 

exclusion policy is applied. The following diagram outlines the approach. 

Student is identified 

Students are identified through monitoring of behaviour points and frequency of serious sanctions 
issued throughout the year. SOC and C4 incidents could be used as an identification tool.  

Parents informed through letter: see  

 Warning Meeting Appendix 1  

Principal, Year Manager (or SLT) and the student meet to discuss and review behaviour log. It is 
made explicit to students that they will now be on the Recidivist Pathway. Any serious behaviour 
issues such as: C4; SOC; truancy; behaviour beyond the school gate and any incident that the 

Principal deems as serious will trigger the first exclusion. 

1 Day Exclusion 

Student is excluded for one day. On return a reintegration meeting is held with Year Manager, SLT 
link, parent/carer (s) and student. 

Parents attend reintegration meeting  

3 Day Exclusion 

Student is excluded for three days. On return a reintegration meeting is held with Year Manager, 
SLT link, parent/carer (s) and student. Support Plan 1 to be prepared and actioned. 

Parents attend reintegration meeting  

5 Day Exclusion 

Student is excluded for five days. On return a reintegration meeting is held with Year Manager, 
Principal, parent/carer (s), Inclusion manager and student. Support Plan 1 to be reviewed and 

Support Plan 2 to be prepared and actioned. 

Parents attend reintegration meeting  

THRIVE Intervention (if not previously a THRIVE student) 
Student is supported back in to school through a placement in our THRIVE unit. A meeting will 

take place between Inclusion manager, Year Manager, parent/carer (s) and student.  The 
placement will be for an agreed period of time.  

Governors' Panel 
Student is referred to governors with parent/carer (s) as a final warning before permanent 

exclusion. A 5 day exclusion will be issued at this point while this meeting is convened.  

Parents attend Governors’ Panel  

Permanent Exclusion 
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Appendix 3.3: Letter to inform Parents of Warning Meeting  

  

Dear Parent/Carer  

Unfortunately, I am writing to inform you that <INSERT CHILD’s NAME>‘s behaviour at 

Derby Moor has fallen below our High Expectations. As a result, they are affecting the 

learning of others through their non-compliance with our behaviour polices and expectations.  

Due to the consistency and seveity of  <INSERT CHILD’s NAME> ‘s behaviour I am left with 

no alternative but to formally warn you and <INSERT CHILD’s NAME> that if this behaviour 

continues then there will be serious consequences for <INSERT CHILD’s NAME> and their 

future at Derby Moor. From <INSERT DATE> <INSERT CHILD’s NAME> will be placed on a 

1,3,5 behaviour programme which is designed to provide clarity and promote responsibility 

within <INSERT CHILD’s NAME>’s for their behaviour and the consequences thereof.  

<INSERT CHILD’s NAME> will meet myself and the relevant Year Manager to read through 

their behviour report. This will explain to <INSERT CHILD’s NAME> the severity of their 

behaviour and why an immediate improvement is needed. <INSERT CHILD’s NAME> will be 

informed that any serious behavioural incidents that occur in the future will be dealt with the 

following exclusions:  

- 1 day  

- 3 days  

- 5 days  

After each exclusion you would be invited in to meet the relevant Year Manager and Senior 

Leader to discuss the nature of <INSERT CHILD’s NAME>’s exclusion and how to avoid it 

reoccuring.    

Hopefully this meeting will be the only time I have to speak to <INSERT CHILD’s NAME> 

about their behaviour in a negative manner. However, if after 5 days, <INSERT CHILD’s 

NAME>‘s behaviour has not improved then the school will consider all options regarding 

<INSERT CHILD’s NAME> ‘s future at Derby Moor.   

I accept this is a difficult letter to receive but I know that working together we can significantly 

improve <INSERT CHILD’s NAME>’s behaviour so they can achieve fantastic things at 

Derby Moor.   

Many thanks for your anticipated support.  

Yours faithfully  

 

Mr S Doyle  

Principal  



 

Appendix 4: Equality Impact Assessment Policy Checklist  

      Equality Impact Assessment of DMAPolicy  

Title of Policy  Behaviour and Exclusion Policy   

PART 1  Positive Impact – reducing inequalities  

Statutory duty/equality 
legislation: Equality Impact 
Assessment undertaken or is 
satisfied. D = Disability, GA = 
Gender reassignment, P =  
Pregnancy & Maternity, R =  

Race, R/B = Religion or  

Belief, S = Sex, SO =  

Sexual Orientation,  A = Age, 

M/CP = Marriage and Civil 

Partnerships  

How is the policy likely to have a significant positive impact on equality by reducing inequalities that already exist?   

All students and staff will understand the consistent approach to behaviour management and sanctions applied at Derby Moor.  

  

Could the policy have a significant negative impact on equality in relation to each of the following groups or 
characteristics?   

No.  

Characteristics  

Indicate areas of likely 

impact   

Promote equal 

opportunities  

Get rid of 

discrimination  

Get rid of 

harassment  

Promote good 

community relations  

Promote 

positive 

attitudes  

Promote/ protect 

human rights  

D                  

GA                  

P                  

R                  

R/B                  

S                  

SO                  

A                  

M/CP                  

Equality Impact  

Assessment of DMA 

Policy  

Records   

Name of person 

responsible for policy  

  

J Scott  

Date of EIA of Policy     

A = Age, M/CP = Marriage and Civil Partnerships –applies in respect of employment framework 
policies  
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Equality Impact  

Assessment of DMCSC  

Policy  

Evidence  

PART 2    

Statutory duty/equality 
legislation: Equality Impact 
Assessment undertaken or is 
satisfied. D = Disability, GA = 
Gender reassignment, P =  
Pregnancy & Maternity, R =  

Race, R/B = Religion or  

Belief, S = Sex, SO =  

Sexual Orientation,  A = Age, 

M/CP = Marriage and Civil 

Partnerships  

What is the evidence for your answers above? (list any quantitative and qualitative)  

Behaviour and Exclusion Data stored Centrally  

Data is analysed and evaluated on a half termly basis.  

Report to SLT/ Governors via termly report.  

  

Equality Impact  

Assessment of DMA  

Policy  

Conclusion  

PART 3  Current evaluation indicates that bullying concerns are addressed quickly and effectively, but that there are bullying issues in and around 

Derby Moor Academy that affect specific groups.  

Summary of findings    

  

Equality Impact  

Assessment of DMCSC  

Policy  

 Next steps    

PART 4         

Category  Actions   Target Date  Person responsible  

Next Steps – Action Plan         

Practical changes required to 

reduce adverse impact  

Analysis and evaluation of data – changes implemented    Ongoing  CBH  

Monitoring and evaluation 

and Review (publish revised 

policy)  

Outcomes reported to SLT /  Governors via report   Ongoing   CBH  
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